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INTRODUCTION
Jitter and wander are timing error phenomena encoun_
tered in every digital communications network (see
Figtre 1). Jitter refers to high-frequency error, usually
defined as greater than L0 Hz. Wander, on the other
hand, refers to low-frequency instability, observable only
after 100 ms or longer. When a stream of digital pulses
in a communications network exhibits excesiive iitter or
wander, these errors can severely degrade the network,s
performance in the transmission of information. The Hp
517 \ - 

Frequency and Tim e Interval Analyzer, capable
of making continuous time interval *"ururl."nts on a
stream of digital pulses (Figre 2), provides a powerful
tool to help you capture and analfze these timing error
phenomena.

The very nature of continuous time interval measure_
ments gives you the flexibiliry and precision needed in
analyzing jitter and wander. To familiarize you with the
instrument's powerful measurement capabiiities, this
application note explains how continuous ,nearur"-
ments, together with the Hp 5371A's unique feature set,
contribute tojitter and wander analyses. It also docu-
ments how to operate the instrument in making such
measurements and the various ways of interpreting
measurement results.

Specific measurements that this application note
discusses include the following:

Histogram and Statisticat Analysls of Data-to-Clock
Jitter (Figure 3): a statistical distribution of dara_to_
clock timing stability. This analysis can show peak, mean
and standard deviation of timing error amplitude, and so
quickly characterize and predict the performance
of communication devices in real-life network
environments.

Jitter and Wander Spectrum (Figure 4): spectral
content of the phase modulation on a pulse stream. This
analysis is useful when there are identifiable sources of
interference, such as power line jittering data or clocks.
By recovering jitter or wander as phase modulation on a
carrier and performing a Fourier spectral analysis with
the HP 5371A and a computer, you can investigate the
various causes of unerpected timing errors.

Also,with the capability of measuring jitter on both data
and clock, the HP 537lAis an excellent tool for
characterizing the transfer function of multi-port devices
such as phase-locked loops, clock-recovery circuits and
other digital network interfaces.
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Atlan Variance (Figure 5): a measure of wander, or

long-term frequency stability over time. A logJog plot of
Allan variance vs. measurement-averaging time can

reveal the sources of random noise in your device.

Figue 2. The technique employed by the HP 537U is to
precisely measwe the times To Tr.. Tnto 150 ps tms rcsolution,
and to rccotd events Eo Er.. Enwhich can be occuning at mtes

to 565 MBils/s.
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Figurc 3. The histogmm prcvides a powerlul technique for the
analysis of jitter. Once the distibution is chamcteized, prcdic-
tions can be made about the prcbabilities of enors.

Figurc 4. The spectrum of the jitter aids in undentanding both
whether the netwo* will funcion enorfrce, and pertaps what
the souree of the jiuer is. This picwe is an FFT of the data
collected by the HP 537U.
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HP 537I.A'S
TO JITTER

MEASUREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
AND WANDER ANALYSIS

Continous time interval measurements on the HP 5371A
make it a high-performance, general-purpose jitter and
wander receiver. Because of the instrument's unique
feature set, the HP 5371A makes the following valuable
contributions to jitter and wander analyses:

Flexible Input Clock Rates to 500 Mb/sr. The HP
5371A's 500 MHz input bandwidth accepts input data or
clock with rates up to 500 Mb/s, making it a practical
general-purpose tool for timing analysis. Jitter and
wander can be characterized on not only traditional DS1
(15M Mb/s), DSz (6.3L2 Mb/s) and DS3 (M.736
Mb/s) (or CEPT 2.08,8.W,34.368 Mb/s) signals but
also signals of higher transmission hierarchies or pulse
streams of other data rates.

150 ps Jitter Sensitivity. Measuring edge jitter of digital
pulses with 150 ps rms time interval resolution, the HP
5371A has exceptional sensitivity to timing jitter. For in-
stance, for DS1 signals, the HP 5371A can detect timing
deviation smaller than0.l3Vo of. a647 ns bit window or
0.0003 unit intervals (UI). This resolution results in ac-
curate measurements on jitter amplitude.

Detection of Large Jitter or Wander Amplitude.
Because the HP 5371A uses a time tagging technique to
measure jitter, it can detect wide timing deviations and,
therefore, places no constraints on thejitter or wander
amplitude, or range of input clock frequencies.

Capture of Jitter Spectral Content to 5 MHz. With L0

Ms/s continuous measurement rate, the HP 53714 can
demodulate timing errors with spectral content as high
as 5 MHz. It is important to be able to analyze high-
frequency jitter because a small amount of it can be as

disruptive to information transmission as a large amount
of low-frequency jitter.

Wander Characterization. With one instrument, you
can characterize both short-term timing jitter as well as

long-term frequenry wander. The HP 5371A's built-in
frequency and Allan variance computational algorithms
automatically give you the fractional stability results you
need. An internal high-stability oven timebase provides
short-term frequenry stability better than 1 x 10'10 for 1s

averaging and long-term stabilitybetter than 5x10t0f
day. To measure wander of more stable clocks, it is
possible to synchronize the instrument's timebase with a
cesium standard via the timebase input. In making long-
term stability measurements, you no longer need to
generate non-standard reference frequencies from a
time standard.

Flexible Analyses. As a general-purpose jitter and
wander receiver, the HP 5371A detects edges of digital
pulses and digitizes their timing and phase information.
Via HP-IB, you can transfer the recorded data to a
computer for any customized processing you need. As
illustrated in the nefi few sections of this application
note, from the raw data, you can recover the phase
modulation on the clock, view statistical distributiorq
examine spectral content, or plot fractional frequency
stability as a function of time and much more. This
flexibility makes the HP 5371A an excellent general-
purpose tool for analping jitter and wander.

' By special request,565 Mb/s can bc accommodated.



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA.TO-CLOCK JITTER
Objective

By making time interval measurements from live data

traffic to a system clock (Figure 6(a) and (b) and viewing

the relative timing jitter in the form of statistical distri-
bution, the HP 5371A can help you predict the error'
rate performance of digital communication networks.

The assumption made here is that the clock is jitter free.

See page 7 for a method to veriff and characterize clock
jitter.

Instrument Setup

a) Connect the data and clock signals to the HP 5371A
as shown nFigure 6(a).

b) Adjust input trigger-level conditions: SINGLE
AUTO TRIGGER, 50Vo of peak-to-peak amplitude;
positive crossings (POS) for both CH A and CH B
(for bipolar sigrrals, set tol1Vo of peak+o-peak).

c) Select measurement function: TIME INTERVAL,
A+ B (Figure 7).

The HP 5371A offers a variety of measurement func-

tions, FREQUENCY, PERIOD, PHASE, PULSE-
WIDTH, TIME INTERVAL, to name a few. As shown

inFigttre 6(b),TIME INTERVALwiII let you measure

the time intervals from a stream of data edges (CH A)
to clock edges (CH B).

d) Select arming/triggering mode: AUTOMATIC
SAMPLING.

There are a variety of arming and triggering modes

available when making time interval measurements.

Select AUTOMATIC SAMPLING, which will start a

block of measurements as soon as the instrument is

ready and make A + B time interval measurements at
the instrument's maximum 2-channel measurement rate:
5 M samples/s. Note that if input data is coming in at a
rate less than 5 Mb/s, the HP 5371Awill be able to
capture the timing jitter on every edge. If the data rate is
higher than 5 Mb/s, some edges will not be measured.
Missed edges do not present a measurement problem
because data-to-clock jitter, mostly attributed to random
noise, can be characterized with a large number of
samples, and generally is less than 1 MHz in bandwidth.

e) Speci$ measurement block size and number of
blocks: 10 blocks of 1000 measurements each.

HP 5371A

Data

Clock

(b)

Figurc 6(a) and (b). The HP 537U measurcs jitter directly by

measuing the time fiom data edge to clock edge.
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Figure 7. The HP 53714 is set up to make 10 bloclcs of 10N
measurenwnts between channel A (data) and channel B (clock).

The anning is autornatic; measurcments ate made as soon as

the instnunent is rcady,



You can choose a block size N less than 10(X)*, the
maximum capacity the stand-alone HP S3itA offers for
post-analysis. You can specify multiple block of N
measurements to increase the confidence level of the
statistical analysis to be performed. For instance, 10

blocks of 1000 measurements will yield all together
10,000 measurements for cumulative statistical calcula-
tions and histogtam analysis.

f) Turn on the statistics function in the MATH MENU:
STATISTICS ON.

g) tn the GRAPH FORMAT MENU, select UPDATE
mode for histogram plot: UPDAfE WHILE or
AFTER.

In the WHILE mode, the cumulative histogram will be
updated at the end of each measurement block. In the
AFTER mode, the histogram will be plotted only once

after all the measurement blocks are completed. For
throughput considerations, AFTER is the preferred
mode.

Histogram Analysls

The HP 5371A's built-in histogram plot provides a
graphical and statistical representation of timing jitter,
in which the data-to-clock time intervals are sorted
according to their values. As shown n Figtre 8,the
range between minimum and maximum jitter is divided
into a number of equal subranges or bins. Each of the
10,000 jitter measurements is placed in the histogram by
determining which bin it falls into and then incrementing
the corresponding bin count by one.

By doing this sorting automatically on the iostrument,
the HP 5371A can display results l*e Figtres 9 and 10

on the built-in CRT. A plot from the GRAPHIC mode,
Figtre 9 shows a Gaussian jitter distribution for a DS1
signal. The distribution's mean and standard deviation
are displayed on the NUMERIC display as shown in
Figte /0, or by turning STATISTICS ON in the
HISTOGRAM display.

' If lou are using the instrument without a (Dntrctlcr, 1000 measure-
ments per block arc avaitablc for analpis. However, up to 4@5

measurcments are accessible via HP-IB whcn thc instrument is used

with a computer.

Figure 8. Herc is a pictoial view of how histogmns arc built.
Measurements are softed by size into the fint bin larye enough to
take them.
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Figurc 9. This is rte distribution of a stable DSI signal rclative to
a synthesized clock. h is ploued dircctly on the display of the HP
537M, wilh statistics if selected.
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Figue 10. The statistics of the measurcments can also be

displayed numemlly.



Error Ratio Prediction

In addition to convenient visual analysis ofjitter severity,
the information obtained in the histogra- ilot is also
useful for "margin analysis' or bit-error-ratio prediction.
Knowing the statistical distribution of inlerent data-to-
clock timing error in live network traffic, a systems
designer can now judiciously choose a data-detection
timing margin to achieve the error-rate goal.

For instance, if data detection occurs at the rising edge
of the clock as shown n Figure 11(a), one way to predict
the bit error ratio (BER) is to charactefizn the distribu-
tion of the time intervals from the data pulses' rising
edges to the clock's rising edges. A bit-detection error
occurs when the clock's detecting edge falls out of the
bit data pulse, with the time interval from data to clock
either exceeding the data pulse width or falling below 0.

Such a distribution of data-to-clock time intervals often
has characteristics of a normal distribution. By estimat-
ing its mean and standard deviation from a large
number of measurements, you can predict its probabil-
ity of detection error over a long period in a small
amount of time. For instance, the time interval distribu-
tion of the system shown in Figure 1l(b) appears normal,
with a mean of 360.8 ns and a standard deviation of
15.2 ns. Given these estimations, the normalized
distribution function can be expressed as the following:

p(t)--#l.
oY2r

You can calculate its probability of detection error pE
on a computer by integrating the probability of time
intervals exceeding the pulse width or falling below 0.

o - '(+ttl2pE= I-#, b, dt +
1=aO v Zll

o - _(t+n)2
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2o'dt

To simpliff computation of PE, translate the variable
within the integral with f = (-m)/o and use a standard
error function table for computation:

4t+n\2
b2
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By performing the above Gaussian estimation and
integration, a system engineer designing the network can
now vary the data pulsewidth and run a margin analysis.
A plot showing PE as a function of pulsewidth can
graphically present the tradeoff between BER and data
rate.
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Figwe 11. Plotting a histogant of t*erc clock edges fall wirh the
data pulse allows prcdictiott of the probabitity of the clock falling
outside the data pulse. This is, tlrcrcforc, a prcdiction of enor
mtio.
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JIITER/WANDER DEMODUI"ATTON OF A CLOCK
- JI]TER HISTOGRAM AND SPECTRUM

Objective

Data-to-clock jitter, as illustrated in the previous section,
is a useful measure of relative timing stalility between
live data and the system clock. However, it does not
detect.the-inherent jitter that both data and clock may
have simultaneously. This inherent instability, thougtr
seemingly harmless within the subsystem, -"y.uur"
signifiganl problems in network intirfaces.

The objective of this section is to analpe clock jitter and
wander inherent in every communications netrvlrk by
treating these timing error phenomena as phase modu-
lation (PM) on a carrier and use the Hp 537ta and a
computer to demodulate pM on a stream of clock
pulses. A spectral analysis of the recovered jitter or
wander can yield valuable information aboui the severity
and causes of these timing errors.

General Theory

Jitter and wander are pulse timing errors that can be
mathematically modelled as phase modulation J(t) on a
clock carrier (see Figure I2):

V(0=Asin(2rf"t+J(r))

O(t)=2rf"t+J(t)

V(t) is the voltage representation of the carrier with
modulation; O(t) is its cumulative phase relative to a
starting pulse. For simplicity, this model treats only the
fundamental frequency f" of the digital clock as the
carrier whose phase J(t) modulates.

Figue 12. I(t) k a plot of the sampled jitte6 the time interual
between the measurcd clock edge positions is rcal time vs. the
ideal clock.

Q(t) = (2zlgt)

Q(t)=2nt"t+J(t)

t
J(r)
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Demodulating J(t) with the HP 5371A and a computer
is a three-step process (see Figure 13).

(1) Digitize the slgnal's cumulative phase 0(t) (see

Figure 13(a)).

In capturing jitter or wander, the HP 5371A functions
like an instantaneous phase digtizer.At user-specified*
sampling intervals, the HP 5371A detects the instantane-
ous phase of a stream of digital pulses relative to a
starting pulse. As shown n Figure 2 (Page 2), it does this
by totalizing the number of pulses, each of which repre-
sents a phase addition of 2r, and recording the exact
time at which the totalize measurement is made. By
saving the changing phase information as a function of
time in internal memory the HP 5371A effectively
captures the timing perturbation on the clock carrier.

(2) Estimate fundamental carrier frequency f" (see
Figure 13(b)).

Given J(t) = O(t) - 2rf"t, to recover J(t) from 6(t)
requires an estimate of f", the fundamental frequency of
the digital clock, from the digitized d(t) data. As showu
n Figure l3(b),tbts is equivalent to finding the "aver-
age" slope of 0(t). To perform this estimation, one of
several algorithms can be used. The two-point method
as illustrated n Figure 14ls a simple example. In the
next section, a more sophisticated estimation algorithm
will be recommended in a measurement example.

(3) Recover phase modulation J(t) = d(t) - 2rf"t (see
Figtre lj(c)).

J(t) can be conceptualized as phase deviations that a
carrier exhibits as a result of modulation. {(t) represents
the pulse stream's actual phase. 2af.t signifies the phase
of the ideal, unmodulated carrier. J(t), timing jitter and
wander, or phase perturbation, is the difference between
the two.

Instrument Setup

To help you get started quickly in making jitter measure-
ments on a stream of pulses, this section serves as an in-
strument-setup guide to lead you through the few simple
steps of getting the HP 5371A ready for a measurement.
Although the measurement objective is specific - to
sample and record the timing perturbation, bandlimited
to 800 kHz, on a DS1 (1.544 MHz) - the general proce-
dure should assist you in making other measurements on
similar sources as high as 500 MHz.

tNote that sampling acrualty occurs syncfuonized with the input signal
edges. Thus, thc usa selected intental b only approximate, but the
measured ime is precise.

Olgltlr. O (t)

Jltlerod clock

ldoel clock
ol lrequoncy lc

Rccovcr J(l)

(c)

Figwe 13. E*mcting jiuerwith the HP 537U is a thrce step

p,ocess. (a) Measun the signal's cumulative phase, (b) estimate
the canierfiequency, (c) subtmct the phase variation fiom the
rccovercd clock.

(a)

(b)

Fiprc 14. The simplest way to estimate the clock frcquency is to
connect the end points of the phase data gathercd by the HP
537U. A least squarcs fit ortwo cennoid method could also be

applied.
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a) Connect the clock under test, the HP 5371A and an
HP-IB-compatible computer as shown in Figrre 15.

To recover the jitter modulation on the input clock, you
need an HP-IB-compatible computer to control the HP
5371A in making measurements and analyses. You can
use either an HP 9000 Series 200/3N controller or an
IBM Pc/XT/AT-compatible computer with an HP-IB
interface card.

Figue 15. The HP 537U is fully prugrurunable and can tunsfer
measwemefit rcsults very mpidly (up to 20,NO measurcments/
sec) to the computer.

b) Program the trigger level for continuous time interval
measurements: SINGLE AUTO TRIGGER, 50Vo of.

peak-to-peak amplitude.

c) Program measurement function - CONTINUOUS
TIME INTEIVAL (seeFigure IQ

The HP 5371A Frequency and Time [nterval Analyzer
offers a variety of measurement functions: FRE-
QUENCY, PERIOD, PHASE, CONTINUOUS TIME
INTERVAL, to name a few. For jitter demodulation,
CONTINUOUS TIME INTERVAI{ a single-channel
measurement, will be the primary focus.

Ir:,ntlnuLlu:, TI H: b,l;. r, n,j
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d) Program Arming and Trigger Mode -- INTERVAL
SAMPLING, 600 ns INTERVAL

There are a variety of arming and triggering modes

available in CONTINOUS TIME INTERVAL measure-

ments. As shown inFigtre 17,the mode you select

controls when the HP 5371A starts a block of measure-

ments as well as when each measurement within the

block is made. Select INTERVAL SAMPLING, which

will start a measurement block as soon as the instrument

is ready and make measurements at a user-specified
interval.

Figurc 17. The interual set in INTERVAL SAMPLING mode is

a delay fiom one meas.!fiement to being rcady to measue the

n* edge. Herc we ate usingAWOMATIC block anning

To determine the appropriate sampling interval, first de-

termine how fast you need to make continuous time-
interval measurements. In general, the measurement
rate required by your device depends on its jitter
spectral content: Nyquist's Sampling Theorem requires
that you sample the timing or phase modulation at least

twice as fast as the highest frequency of the jitter. For
800 kHz-bandlimited jitter on the DS1 clock under test,

a sampling rate of L.66MHz (600 ns sampling interval)
is sufficient.

If the bandwidth of the jitter spectrum is not known, as

is often the case when testing the clock for the first time,

select AUTOMATIC SAMPLING mode instead of
INTERVAL SAMPLING. This arming mode will
automatically set the HP 5371A's measurement rate to
10 Ms/s, its fastest. According to Nyquist's Sampling
Theorem, this phase sampling rate will let you aaalyze

phase modulation spectrum to 5 MHz. Of course, the

spectrum must be bandlimited to less than 5 MHz to
avoid undesired aliasing.

mf,llfll[milillll ll e.13u rempnt
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Figurc 16. Set up this way, the HP 537M rccotds ilrc time at
which the next clock edge occus at a delay of 600 ns frcm the

last measurcment. Thus, phase is sampled at a 1.66 MHz mte.
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ln general, you should nrn a first-pass spectral analysis
on rhe data taken hAUToMATic satrapl-rNG mode.
Should the results show a narrower jitter spectrum than
5 MH4 you can then switch the arming mode to
INTERVAL SAMPLING and choose a slower sam-
pling rate as appropriate. A slower sampling rate will
improve the spectral resolution as explained in 1e;
below. Note that in INTERVAL SAMPLING, the
sampling interval is variable from 600 ns to 8s.

e) Program measurement block size and number of
blocks: 1 block of 4095 measurtments

You can choose a block size N up to 4095. In general,
N directly affects the frequency resolution of the jitter
spectrum to be obtained:

Frequency spectral Resolution - samplht(.Freqrcncy
N

Note that the Iarger N is, the longer the measurement
and computation time, but the better jitter spectral
resolution. For the HP 5371A to capture wander error
components in addition to jitter, this resolution needs to
be finer than 10 Hz.

f ) Program Data Format for HP-IB Transfer BINARY

To recover jitter or wander from the phase information
that the HP 5371A has digitized, you need to transfer
the recorded data to the computer via Hp-IB. Set data
format to BINARY to achieve the instrument,s up to
?t,W measurements/s HP-IB transfer rate.

Now you are ready to make a single block of measure-
ments.

Jitter and Wander Recovery

Once the instrument's raw data is transferred to the
computer via HP-IB, demodulate jitter and wander
from it as explained on page 8.

a) Collect Raw Data E(t)

Figtre 18(a,) shows you data the Hp S37tA collects for
post-processing. At regular sampling intervals, the
instrument looks for the next trigger-level crossing to
make a measurement. For each measurement, the
instrument records two pieces of information: E, the
number of trigger-level crossings (or clock pulses in this
example) that have occurred since the instrument was
first armed; and \, the precise time at which the
crossing count is taken. E, represents phase information,

with each crossing srgrifyrng a phase addition of 2r (6. =
2rE,). The combination of E and T, shows how the
clock's phase varies as a function of time (Figure lS(b)).

b) Estimate Clock Frequency f"

To estimate the clock frequency f" from the digitized
phase data E and T,, the following algorithm is
recommended:*

M = Ndiv3

- 5 (n,**'z,)

'= 9k**-)
E = Cumulative number of trigger-level crossing for

the i't measurement

T = Time at which E, is counted

*Tlis algoithnt is simple and fast and only 6Vo wone than a
nrean squcuz enorfit.

For instance, if you select 1000 measurements (N =
1000), then M = 333. Note that in demodulating the

(b)

Figue l8(b). Wrcn plotted, we have the phase samples fiont
u,lticlt jilter catt be qtmcted.

Evenb Tlme nr
10
2 647.0

3 1294.0

4 1940.4

5 2587.6

6 3234.4

7 3881.6

8 4528.4

9 5176.0

10 5823.2

(a)

10
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jitter and wander on your clock, you also get an accurate
measurement on the clock frequency.

c) Compute Jitter and Wander J(t)

You can demodulate jitter and wander in units of either
time (seconds), fraction of a clock period (unit interval
or UI), or phase (radian):

Second: J, = (E - E) / f" - (Ti - TJ

Ut J, = [(E -EJ -f"(Ti-TJ]
Radian: Ji = 2n [(E, - EJ - f" (E - TJ]

i = 0to4(D5

Jitter and Wander Analysis

With jitter J(t) recovered from the measurement results,
you can now analyze its severity and causes in two ways:

a) Jitter amplitude as a function of time (Fipre l9(a))

Figure 19(a) is such an example, showing the recovered
jitter (200 kHz-bandlimited) of a DS1 clock. It tells you
the jitter amplitude, with minimum and maximum
timing jitter at - + 100 ns and - - 90 ns respectively; the
peak-to-peak range of 190 ns is equivalent to about 0.2g
UI (190 ns/647 ns). The figure also shows a clear perio-
dicity in the varying jitter amplitude. A quick glanie
suggests that it's approximately OnHq an indication
that the source of interference is the power line. This
can be quantified by using the cursors.

Indeed, with better shielding implemented in the design
of the clock generator, a new measurement results in
Figtre 20 (next page).Timing instability is now consid-
erably reduced. The peak-to-peak jitter, which now
appears dominated by a higher frequency component, is
only about 30 ns or 0.05 UI.

b) Jitter and Wander Spectral Analysis (Figtre 19(b))

You can also analyze jitter and wander by examining
their spectral content. A spectral analysis is extremely
useful when there are multiple sources of interference
jittering the data clock. It helps you identi$ and elimi-
nate these interferences individually.

To do this, perform a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on
J(t), the recoveredjitter, and then plot the resulting
spectrum on the computer. The appendix documents
some special considerations in performing the trans-
form.

-75na

- 100 n.

-1z5
0,0 102 m 3Aa tE 57.6 m. 76.6 rr

E P.odThtt -_

Figurc l9(a). A 120 Hz power line rclated jitter component is
apparcnt in the analysis of this clock circuit.

0'3 ut CFRRI€R FREO - 1.5,i4 Hb/j
JITTER FREO - .l &Hz
PK-PK DEV - .27? U1

0.0 1.67 kHt t3:! klt 5.0 klts aG7 ktt
Jttter FnquoncY 

-
Figurc 19(b). A tmnsfom to the frcquency domain shows more
cleady the fiequency and magnitude of this and other jitter com-
Ponents.

Figrre 19(b), a spectral analysis of the 120 Hz power line
jittering the DS1 clock, is obtained from Figure 19(a)
through an FFT. The x-axis of the spectrum shows jitter
frequencies; the y-axis shows the peak-to-peak jittei am-
plitude in seconds, UI, or radians at the corresponding
frequencies. Note that a wide jitter dynamic range is
achievable by the HP 5371A: the minimum detectable
timing error can be as low as the instrument,s 150 ps
rms time interval resolution; the maximum jitter allowed
is limited onlyby memory.
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Figrrc 20. Better desigrt of the clock significantly rcduces the 120
Hz cornponent and shows morc cleady a high fiequency, low
anplitude element of jitter.
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DEMODULATION OF JITTER ON DATA
Objectlve

The previous section showed you how the Hp S37LA,
w-hen used with a computer, can demodulate jitter on a
clock and analyze its spectrum. This section will discuss
similar measurements and analysis, but now on a stream
of data. Because the instrument,s setup procedure for
demodulating data jitter is similar to thal for clock jitter,
refe-r back to pages 8-11 for the setup procedures. Also,'
for jitter recovery and spectral analyiis, you can use
these pages for reference.

General Theory

The concept of phase sampling, as explained in clock
jitter-demodulation, is also appticaUte in demodulating
data jitter. In fact, you can moiel jitter JO exhibited 6y
a stream of pseudo-random data as phase modulation
on a clock V(t) of the same data rati f" (see Figure 2l):

1) Measure the input data edges' times of occurrence
with the HP 5371A's time tagging continuous time
interval mode (Figtre 22 (a)). Each edge will be placed
in time, relative to the first edge measured, with i
resolution of 150 ps rms.

2) Compute the clock cycle number that this data bit
corresponds to (Figre 22 (b)) using the following
methodolog5r. (It is assumed that an initial estimate of
the clock period T is available.)

Starting at the frst data bit at time t,, we label this as
clock cycle 1. The next data bit, measured as occurring
at time t, is then computed to be (t, - tr)/T clock cycles
later. This will be n,T + J, cycles, wheie n, is an
integer, and J, is the jitter. Since over the short
sampling intervals selected, J, will be < < 0.5 clock
cycles, there will be no ambiguity as to which is the
appropriate clock cycle for comparison.

Next, take the third data bit time t.. To frnd its clock
cycle number, find n, where n2T + J, = (q - t)/T. Now
its position is clock cy"l" ou*6"r o, i or.' '

Repeat this process for all collected edges.

V(t)=Asin(2rf.t+J(0)

The method for extracting data jitter is similar to that
for clock, except that the samples of phase are irregu-
larly spaced (only at data ,one,s). The problem thJq
assuming that we still sample frequently enough, is to
discover which clock cycle we ari comparing-this data
bit position to. This means taking ooe e*t.a computa-
tional step.

(r)

U..l clock

Actual d.i.

(b)

t-
I

liiiLii
Je=0

-- r- ---]

..---.-----.}
Tlm.

Figwe 21' Mealwing jitter of a data signal fottows the same basic pinciples outlined so far. The major diflercnce is that the samples
an not rcgulady spaced. This causes little prublem provided we continui to sample feqientty enougi.
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3) We now have the data to reconstruct the phase plot
shown in Figure 22 (c). Note its similarity to the jittered
clock case n Figure Lj, the only difference being the
irregular sampling. We can now proceed in the same
manner as the clock case to estimate the average
frequency (Figure 22 (d)), and thus extract the jitter
(Fipre 22 (e)).

Data Jitter Analysis

Data jitter can be anal)zed in much the same way as in
analping clock jitter - in both time and frequency
domains (see pages 7-12).ln the time domain you can
plot jitter amplitude as a function of time and quickly
view the peak jitter. You could plot a histogram over
many measurements and compute the statistics. Finally,
you could perform an FFT on the recovered jitter and
view the jitter in the frequency domain. The spectral
content could of course give you clues as to the potential
sources of the jitter.

Also please see the appendix for considerations in
transforming non-uniformly sampled data.

-J LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ LJ L-
I lJ' llJr

I
o(t)

3 o oot

l.+
(c)

I
J (t)

t ----+

(b) (e)

Figwe 22. (a) Shows the data edges time taged with the 150 ps
rms rcsolution of the HP 537U. (b) Shows the basic jitter
qtaction methodologr of f nt determining which clock edge to
compare the data bit with, and then noting its jitter. (c) Shows
how the tesultant sunples of phase (each clock being a multiple
of 2 n) ploued ve,sw time. (d) Shows how the clock fitquency
can bc &mcted, and fnally (e) shows the rccovercd jitter

function.

t
0(r)

t.....*

(d)

trt
hl.t5
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Jitter TFansfer Function

Capable of measuring both clock and data jitter, the HP
5371A is a useful tool for characterizing the transfer
functions of multi-port communication devices. For
instance, for clock-recovery circuits (see Figure 23) or
phase-locked loops, by analyingthe jitter on both
incoming data pulses and outgoing clock cycles, you can
characterize the performance of the devices in operating
environments as well as under stressed conditions.
Similar measurements can characterize network inter-
faces between different hierarchies (see Figure 24): DSI
and DS3, DS3 and devices of higher data rates, and
much more. A comparison between the spectra of
output and input jitter reveals the inherent limitations of
the device.

Figue 23. Clock rccovery circuits can be chamcteized for jiaer
tmnsferfunctiort with rclative ease, even using live data.

Jrn(t) J*r(t)

*r{

*,{

Figurc 24. Becatue the technique employed by the HP 537U is
not clock mte dependent, conelations aooss a multipla can be

obsemed.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CLOCK WANDER

OBJECTIVE

To characterize wander, the HP 5371A makes continu-
ous (zero dead time) measurements of frequency. The
most straightforward analysis method is to use the
lsshnique described on pages 7 and 8 (and in Figure Ij
in particular). The HP 5371A can take precise measure-
ments of Events (phase) and Time, every 100 ms for
example, and continuously output its registers to a
computer. From this data the recommended plot of
Time Interval Error (TIE) and a calculation of Maxi-
mum TIE (MTIE) is easily made for any extended
period of time.

Currently favored is the analysis of clock wander, or
stability, by measurement of Allan variance vs. gate
time. This is particularly effective with the HP 53714 on
three counts. First of all the measurements of frequency
are made with zero dead time (the original concept of
Allan variance). Secondly, the calcirlation can be
performed automatically in the instrument. And finally
the measurement can be made much faster by virtue of
the contiguous frequency measurements: for example
the data collected for 1000 measurements of frequency
at 10 ms gate time is the same as 100 measurements at
100 ms gate time which is the same as 10 measurements
at 1s gate time.

This section demonstrates how to use the capabilities of
the HP 5371A to measure a clock's fractional frequency
stability, and examines a logJog plot of Allan variance
(o(z)) vs. frequency averaging time which can reveal the
sources of random noise in a clock.

General Theory

Allan variance l(z) is defined as the average variance of
two zero-dead-time frequency samples:

(z- 2-)2 / \2
o21r; = < l>n- >rl, = vzlltr- fr)- >L'=t l=t ) \

z is the gate time during which average frequencies f,
and frare measured, with no dead time between
measurements.

The notation for average < > implies infinite measure-
ment duration. However, in practice, l(r) can only be
estimated from a finite number of frequency measure-
ments N. The estimator o2(r) used in the HP 5371A is
as follows:

^2. 1 N'lr -\26-1r; : f*D,], U,-, -/,)

This estimator of the Allan variance is itself a random
variable, whose value approaches the true variance o(r)
as N*o. It is outside the scope of this note to discuss

the variance of this estimator. However, you may consult
Reference 1 for further detail. In general, the confidence
level improves as N increases. For measurement and
computation of Allan variance with the HP 5371A, N >
10 is recommended.

A log-logplot ofo(r) vs. a, regardless ofwhat N is, yields
valuable information about the noise present in your
signal. Specifrcally, the slope of the curve (see Figtre
25(a)) reveals the various types of noise affecting your
clock white noise phase modulation, "flicker noise"
phase modulation, white noise frequency modulation
(also known as random walk phase), or "flicker noise"
frequency modulation. Knowing the tlpe of noise in your
signal also helps you compute the spectral density of the
phase noise in the system. (Reference 1.)

Instrument Setup

a) Configure the test system as shown nFigure 26.

When used as a stand-alone, the HP 5371A computes
both frequency and Allan variance for a given gate

times and displays the results on the builrin CRT.
However, to get a logJog plot of o(r) vs. 7, an HP-IB-
compatible computer must be used.

b) Program trigger levet SINGLEAUTO TRIGGER,
50Vo of. peak-to-peak amplitude.

c) Program measurement function: FREQUENCY

d) Program Arming/Triggering Mode: INTERVAL
SAMPLING

In INTERVAL SAMPLING, the HP s37lAwill start a
measurement block as soon as the instrument is ready
and make frequency measurements at a user-specified
interval.

For z < = 8s, this sampling interval, variable from 600

ns to 8s with 100 ns precision, is equivalent to r, the gate
time during which average frequency is measured. The
HP 5371A can make continuous frequency measure-
ments and automatically compute Allan variance.

For r > 8s, the HP 5371A's maximum sampling interval,
a computer is needed to compute both frequency and
Allan variance from the instrument's binary data.
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For instance, for 7 = 100s, set the sampling interval to
5s. Compute the average frequency for r = 100s from 20
continuous frequency measurements with r = 5s each:

fr=rc0:**

E, and T, are cumulative phase (number of trigger-level
crossings) and time which the HP 53714 measures at
approximately 5s intervals. The slope between the two
points (Eo, To, and (E20,T20) is the average frequency
during 100s of gate time.

e) Program Block Size and Number of Blocks -- t block
of N measurements.

Set the number of blocks to one for one block of N
measurements.

For z < = 8s, ablock sizeN = 2is adequate for com-
puting two-sample Allan variance for the log-log plot.
However, to increase the confidence level of the esti-
mate of o(z) for frequency stability, a larger N for
variance averaging should be used. [n general, N > 10 is
recommended. The larger it is, the smaller the variance
of this estimator.

For r > 8s, a block size N = 2M is adequate for com-
puting two-sample Allan variance for the logJog plot,
where M is the number of frequency measurements the
HP 5371A needs to make to get one equivalent meas-
urement with gate time z. Again, for better estimate of
o(r), N = 20M is recommended.

f) Turn on the Statistics function in the MATH menu:
STATISTICS ON if you are not using BINARY

output mode.

g) Program Data Format

When viewing frequency and Allan variance on the HP
5371A's built-in CRT, turn on the ASCII function.
When using the instrument with a controller, especially
for z > 8s, turn on the BINARY function. Note,
however, that with BINARY mode you must do your
own calculation of Allan variance in the computer.

Whlte Phaae Nolre
Fllcker Phare Nolse

Whlte Frequency Nolre
Fllcker Frequency Nolre

Random tUdk Frequency Nolre

Conetant Aglng Rate

Slope

-1

-l
rh

0
th

1

(a)

(b)

Figurc 25(a) and (b). The slope of the obsened variations of log
o(r) vs. log (r) indicates tlrc type of instabilities in a clock
source.

Figurc 26. lvith a muclt simplified set up comparcd to cunently
available techniques, the HP 5371A can easily quantily fe-
quency stability. For stabilities appruaching parts in 1d0, use a

cesium standard for the HP 537U timebase.

rt Whlte
Phare Nobe

f | \ r-72 Whlte rr Conrtant
E I \ Frequency Nobe Agtng
g I ., ruie) r 72 Random Wdk

Phare Nolle \l Frequency Notre

ro Fllcl<er Freguency Nobe y'

Log z

i---- optr""rt----l

L-----

Tlmebase
Input

HP 53714

Clock
under lest

JUUUJL

Optlonal
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h) Program Math Function (see Figtre 27)

For fractional frequency stabiliry where Allan variance

needs to be displayed on the HP 5371A's CRT as a

fraction of clock frequency (f"), enter f" as the normalize
factor under the MATH hardkeY.

Analysis 1 - Fractional Frequency Stability

For every r 1 = 8s, you can view the Allan variance, a
measure of frequency stability, on the instrument's built-
in CRT.In fact, the NUMERIC mode displays not only
Allan variance o2(r) and root Allan variance o(z) but
also other useful statistical quantities (see Figure 10 on
page 5). You can view these results as a fraction of the
clock frequency. For instance, Figte 28(a,) shows the
root Allan variance of a DS1 clock, with about 1 x 10{
fractional stability for a r of 1s.

Analysis 2 -l,ogo(r) vs. r

By varying s and computing o(z), you can also get a log-
log plot hke Figure 28(b) to reveal the sources of
random noise. Figure 25(b) lists the different types of
noise you can determine by examining the slope of the
curve, log o(z) vs. log. For instance, the example in

Figre 28(b) shows that phase noise (flicker and white)
is the primary cause of instability.

Frequencg A: 999.81 i

tliTl{
Channel ft Channel B

Re fe rence

5tati sti ca

llath:

ET
E

iE+BB gE+Ag

EI
m

otrset Eil
Normlz @@
scale @@

Limits: @ @

0isplau . t( ( Result-Ref)/Norr )+0ffsl'scale

Figurc 27. The MATH functions allow flexibility in terms of what

units arc displayed. Hele'fmctional" fietluency is desircd.

r Secondr
o (rl oy(rl
Hz Fradflonal

0.01

0.1

1

8

2.72

0.249

0.0157

0.00299

1.762E-06

1.613E-07

1.017E-08

1.937E-09

HzFrequency: 1,54i1,997.2241 1 1

Figurc 28(a). The measurc of Allan vaiance vs. gate time is a

very etfective way to charucteize fiequency stability of u'ander.

Figu,e 28(b). A log-log plot rcveals the q,pe of instability as being

prcdominantly flicker and white phase noise.
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APPENDIX - FOURIER TRANSFORM OF

NON.UNIFORMLY SAMPLED DATA
In measuring timing jitter on a stream of either clock or
data, the HP 5371A always records phase and timing in-
formation at trigger-level crossings nearest to a sampling
interval (see Figure 2). Because of this measurement
characteristig either timing jitter or random data
patterns can invariably cause data to be non-uniformly
sampled. To illustrate how to perform an FFT on the
HP 5371A's measurement results, which may seem
infeasible at first, this appendix explains the following:

1) circumstances under which the effect of non-uniform
sampling can be ignored.

2) a recommended algorithm for processing severely

non-uniformly sampled data.

When You Can Ignore Non-Unlform Sampllng

Data Jitter
Since a stream of data involves non-periodic pulses, the
potential severity of non-uniform sampling depends on
the number of suppressed zeros that the coding scheme

allows from one positive pulse to the next. In general,

for non-uniform sampling to be insignificant, the
deviation of sampling interval must be small compared
to the sampling interval itselft

n = maximum number of clock cycles between two trigger-
level crossings

f" = clock rate

T. = Sampling Interval

For instance, in bipolar, return-to-zero coding of DS3

signals (f.= 44.7% Mb/s), as many as 6 clock cycles can

elapse between two positive trigger-level crossings. Ac-
cording to the above formula, in order to ignore non-

uniform sampling effects, the sampling interval used

must be much greater than 134 ns. When using the HP
5371Afor analyzing signals of DS3 or higher data rates,

select INTERVAL SAMPLING with intervals of 600 ns

or greater and ignore the non-uniformity of the sampled

data.

How to Process Non-Uniformly Sampled Data

If the HP 5371A's measurement results are severely

non-uniform in time, the following should be done

before performing an FFT analYsis:

a)Linearly Reconstruct Jitter J(t) - connect the sampled

data linearly as shown n Figure 29(b).r

b)Determine a New, Fixed Sampling Interval - Divide

the total measurement time by (N-1), where N can be

either 512, lA4,?n8 or 4096.

c) Re-sample J(t) - using linear interpolation, re-sample
jitter at the new sampling rate as determined in (b). See

Figtre 29(b) and (c).

'A more etegant technique is to apply a cubic spline fit to thc

€ollected data, and subsequently re-sample, but this takes morc

processing timc.
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